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Abstract - India's space program has made rapid advances in recent decades, with a focus on exploring 
the Moon through the Chandrayaan series of lunar orbiter missions. Chandrayaan-1, launched in 2008, was 
India's first mission to the Moon. Its objectives included high-resolution mineralogical and chemical 
mapping, searching for surface or sub-surface water ice, and studying the lunar interior. Chandrayaan-1 
operated for 312 days, achieving most of its goals while confirming the widespread presence of water 
molecules on the Moon before the mission ended prematurely. The Chandrayaan-2 mission aimed to land 
a rover on the lunar surface to conduct in-situ studies, but the landing attempt in 2019 was not successful. 
The proposed Chandrayaan-3 aims to try again to land near the lunar south pole, where permanently 
shadowed craters are believed to contain water ice - a valuable potential resource for sustained lunar 
habitation. The scientific payloads on Chandrayaan-3 are designed to study lunar topography, mineralogy, 
elemental abundance, and the subsurface structure down to a depth of 100 m. Chandrayaan-3 will build 
on the successes and lessons learned from India's previous lunar missions. The overarching scientific 
objectives are to understand the origin and evolution of the Moon, as well as to assess the presence and 
accessibility of resources such as water ice. On the technology side, the Chandrayaan program is 
advancing India's capabilities in launch vehicles, deep space communication, lunar orbit injection, and soft 
landing systems. Lunar exploration provides opportunities for interplanetary research and prepares for 
potential future human exploration and utilization. The Chandrayaan missions demonstrate India's 
commitment to planetary science and leadership in space technology development. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Brief background on India's space program and goals for lunar exploration 
India's space program was established in the 1960s and has rapidly developed advanced launch vehicles 
and spacecraft over the past few decades. The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) was founded 
in 1969 to consolidate space activities and advance India's space technology capabilities. ISRO built its first 
satellite launch vehicle, SLV-3, in the 1970s and gradually increased launch capacity with new rockets like 
the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) and Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV). India has 
used these rockets to deploy communications, meteorology, and Earth observation satellites. As of 2022, 
ISRO operates one of the largest fleets of communication satellites and remote sensing satellites in the 
Asia-Pacific region. 

A major milestone was reached in 2008 when ISRO launched its first mission beyond Earth orbit - 
Chandrayaan-1, India's first lunar probe. Chandrayaan-1 orbited the Moon for over 300 days, surveying the 
lunar surface and successfully detecting traces of water across the Moon's surface. This mission boosted 
India's standing in the global space community and demonstrated its ability to compete in the field of 
interplanetary exploration. The Mars Orbiter Mission launched in 2013 further showcased ISRO's technical 
capabilities in deep space exploration. 
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India's space program has focused on developing self-reliant space technology and applications that 
provide socioeconomic benefits to the nation. However, increasing national prestige has also become a 
goal, as evidenced by human spaceflight proposals like the Gaganyaan project. Lunar exploration allows 
India to demonstrate advanced technological capacity while pursuing scientific knowledge. 
Chandrayaan-1's positive results spurred the more ambitious Chandrayaan-2 mission, which attempted 
to soft-land a rover on the lunar surface. Though the landing failed, this mission gained critical learning to 
inform future landing attempts. 

The primary goals for India's lunar program are: 

• Expand scientific understanding of lunar origins and evolution. Detailed studies of lunar mineral 
composition, terrain, and interior structure provide insights into how the Moon formed and changed 
over time. 

• Assess availability of lunar resources. Permanently shadowed craters at the poles may contain 
water ice that could be extracted and used as drinking water, breathable oxygen, or rocket fuel for 
future missions. Understanding polar water ice abundance and extractability is a key goal. 

• Demonstrate technological capabilities. Lunar orbit, landing, rover operations, and deep space 
communication test ISRO's proficiency in end-to-end mission design and operations. These 
capabilities lay the foundation for more complex missions. 

• Inspire national pride and inspire youth. High-visibility achievements like lunar landings raise 
prestige, while exciting the next generation to pursue science and engineering careers. 

To fulfill these aims, ISRO plans additional lunar orbital and landing missions. While facing technical and 
budgetary constraints, ISRO can build on its progressively successful track record with each new attempt. 
India's Chandrayaan program highlights the global diffusion of advanced space capabilities led by 
growing space powers like India, China, and Japan. 

 
2. CHANDRAYAAN-1 MISSION 
2.1 Overview of mission objectives and scientific instruments 
Chandrayaan-1 was India's first lunar probe, launched in October 2008. It was a technology demonstration 
and science mission that helped confirm the discovery of lunar water and map the lunar surface 
composition and topography in great detail. 

The main science objectives were: 

• Produce a high-resolution chemical, mineralogical, and photo-geologic map of the lunar surface. 
The Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3) was a NASA instrument on Chandrayaan-1 that mapped lunar 
mineral composition at high spatial resolution, identifying three major rock types on the Moon. 

• Determine the formation process and origin of the Moon from a study of lunar geology. X-ray 
Fluorescence (XRF) and Near Infrared (NIR) spectrometers mapped the abundance of key elements 
like magnesium, aluminum, titanium, iron, and silicon that constitute lunar rocks. This helped 
constrain models for lunar formation. 

• Understand volcanism and surface processes on the Moon. The Terrain Mapping Camera (TMC) 
produced a detailed 3D atlas and surface topography model that studied processes like lunar 
volcanism. The Hyperspectral Imager (HySI) also characterized surface lithology. 
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• Search for surface or subsurface water-ice deposits, especially at the lunar poles. The Moon Impact 
Probe (MIP) and ChACE instrument looked for evidence of water. The detection of widespread water 
molecule signatures by M3 provided the strongest evidence yet for lunar water. 

• Study lunar gravity and environment. The Lunar Laser Ranging Instrument (LLRI) precisely measured 
distance to the Moon to map gravity. Radiation dose monitors and mass spectrometers 
characterized the radiation and plasma environment around the Moon. 

The orbiter payload contained 11 instruments, including 5 Indian instruments and 6 from other countries: 

• TMC - Terrain Mapping Camera (India) 

• HySI - Hyperspectral Imager (India) 

• LLRI - Lunar Laser Ranging Instrument (India) 

• HEX - High Energy X-ray spectrometer (India) 

• MIP - Moon Impact Probe (India) 

• M3 - Moon Mineralogy Mapper (USA) 

• SIR-2 - Near Infrared Spectrometer (Germany) 

• RADOM - Radiation Dose Monitor (Bulgaria) 

• CHACE - Chandra's Altitudinal Composition Explorer (Sweden) 

• Sub keV Atom Reflecting Analyser - SARA (Sweden) 

• Mini-SAR - Miniature Synthetic Aperture Radar (USA) 

The Moon Impact Probe separated from the orbiter and crash-landed on the lunar south pole as planned, 
taking video and data on its descent. The orbiter itself operated for almost a year in lunar orbit until 
communication was lost due to an onboard failure. 

In summary, Chandrayaan-1 was a highly successful demonstration of India's deep space exploration 
capabilities. It achieved 95% of its planned scientific objectives, even with its premature end. The discovery 
of water molecules was considered one of the biggest achievements - it boosted evidence for lunar polar 
ice deposits and showed that water is likely more abundant on airless rocky bodies than previously 
assumed. Chandrayaan-1's success paved the way for future Indian missions like Chandrayaan-2 and 
established India as an important contributor to lunar exploration globally. 

 
2.2 Key findings such as discovery of lunar water 
One of the most significant scientific findings from the Chandrayaan-1 mission was unambiguous evidence 
for the presence of water molecules across the lunar surface. This helped revolutionize our understanding 
of lunar water distribution and abundance. 

Prior to Chandrayaan-1, the presence of water ice in some permanently shadowed craters near the lunar 
poles was tentatively hypothesized based on indirect observations. The Clementine and Lunar Prospector 
orbiters in the 1990s provided hints of enhanced hydrogen abundance at the poles. Impact plume 
observations from the LCROSS mission in 2009 also indicated water ice. 

However, the data from Chandrayaan-1's Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3) instrument provided the first 
direct and definitive proof of water molecules on the lunar surface, including at lower latitudes. M3 was a 
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high-resolution spectrometer that could detect diagnostic absorption features of water and hydroxyl 
molecules in reflected sunlight. 

In September 2009, results from M3 showed clear water absorption peaks in spectra from multiple areas 
on the Moon's surface. By comparing the relative strengths of the absorptions, the water concentration was 
estimated at around 1000 ppm. The water signature was found not only at high latitudes but also around 
the equator, to the surprise of scientists. 

This discovery had profound implications for our understanding of lunar water distribution and origin: 

• It demonstrated water molecules are present not just in frozen form inside shadowed polar craters, 
but can exist in trace quantities across even sunlit parts of the lunar surface. 

• The wide distribution suggested water molecules may originate from solar wind interactions with 
rock or come from internal outgassing, instead of just comet impacts. 

• The trace water is likely embedded or chemically bound in surface minerals across the Moon rather 
than existing as ice. But higher concentrations at the poles increase possibilities for extracting ice 
as a resource. 

• The Moon was revealed to be more water-rich than expected, upending the notion of bone-dry 
lunar rocks. This had significance for interpreting the origin and geological evolution of the Earth-
Moon system. 

• It boosted chances that lunar water ice could be mined to provide drinking water or propellant 
production for future human missions, though extraction difficulties remain. 

Follow-up studies using Chandrayaan-1 data further characterized the nature of lunar hydration, 
interaction with the space environment, and variability across terrain, latitude, and time of day. The results 
were so promising that NASA rapidly mobilized the LCROSS impactor mission to get more direct 
measurements of the polar water ice. 

Chandrayaan-1's pioneering discovery revealed the Moon to be surprisingly wet compared to projections. 
It created a new optimism about the possible presence of water ice deposits for in-situ resource utilization. 
While many questions remain on the distribution and extractability, Chandrayaan-1 reshaped our scientific 
understanding of lunar water and paved the way for both robotic and human exploration of the Moon’s 
vast resources. 

 
2.3 End of mission and legacy 
After the resounding success of India's first lunar mission, Chandrayaan-1 encountered some technical 
issues in its final months of operation, leading to an abrupt end to the mission. Chandrayaan-1 was initially 
intended to operate for 2 years in lunar orbit, but its mission was cut short after about 10 months. However, 
it achieved most of its planned scientific objectives during its operational lifetime. 

Chandrayaan-1 was launched on October 22, 2008 and inserted into lunar orbit on November 8 after a 
flawless flight. The spacecraft and its 11 instruments functioned well initially, with all systems performing to 
design specifications. The Moon Impact Probe separated and executed its planned crash-landing on the 
lunar south pole on November 14, beaming back data during descent. 

In the following months, Chandrayaan-1 gathered a wealth of data through its suite of cameras and 
spectrometers. Its biggest discovery was finding clear signatures of water molecules across the lunar 
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surface, by the Moon Mineralogy Mapper instrument. Chandrayaan-1 also mapped surface features, 
composition and mineralogy of the Moon, and studied the tenuous lunar exosphere. 

However, in April 2009, Issues first arose with Chandrayaan-1's star sensors that establish orientation. ISRO 
engineers were able to recover the spacecraft to normal pointing for a while. Then, in July, communication 
was temporarily lost due to unexpected temperature rises on the craft. Though ISRO was able to get 
Chandrayaan-1 operational again, it was clear that thermal control issues were arising. 

On August 29, 2009, Chandrayaan-1 abruptly stopped communicating with ground control, shortly after 
which ISRO announced the end of the mission. It is believed that communication antennas could not point 
correctly due to failed gyroscopes, causing permanent loss of contact. Later NASA analysis through radar 
tracking indicated that Chandrayaan-1 remains in lunar orbit. 

Though Chandrayaan-1 could not complete its full 2-year target mission length, it was still an unconditional 
success for India's space program. Chandryaan-1 achieved about 95% of its planned scientific objectives 
and even exceeded expectations in some areas. The mission performance established India's 
interplanetary exploration credentials. It led to advances in deep space communication, autonomous 
operations, and precision orbit insertion technologies. 

The greatest legacy of Chandrayaan-1 is the evidence it provided for lunar water. It boosted international 
interest in lunar polar ice deposits and encouraged subsequent missions like NASA's LCROSS impactor. 
Chandrayaan-1's data is still being studied to understand the nature and evolution of lunar water. 

The mission also left behind a high-quality global map of lunar surface features and composition as a 
database for future exploration. It contributed to confirming models of the Moon's origins and internal 
structure. Chandrayaan-1 demonstrated the ability for risky and ambitious space missions even on first 
attempts. The success bolstered Indian pride and inspired youth to pursue careers in science and 
engineering. 

Chandrayaan-1 overcame technical glitches to exceed expectations and deliver excellent science. While 
its premature end was disappointing, the mission accomplished historic firsts for India's space program 
and made large contributions to lunar science. It will be remembered as a bold step that ignited India's 
interplanetary exploration efforts. 

 
3. CHANDRAYAAN-2 MISSION 
3.1 Launch and landing attempt 
Chandrayaan-2 was India's second lunar exploration mission, aimed at demonstrating end-to-end 
capabilities for a soft landing on the Moon. It was launched on July 22, 2019 aboard a GSLV Mk III rocket. The 
mission consisted of an orbiter, lander named Vikram, and rover named Pragyan. Chandrayaan-2 was 
intended to land near the lunar south pole and deploy the rover to perform in-situ analyses. However, the 
landing attempt encountered problems, preventing mission completion as originally planned. 

The launch of Chandrayaan-2 proceeded flawlessly, accurately injecting the spacecraft into an Earth 
parking orbit. A series of six orbit raising maneuvers over 22 days methodically raised the apogee until the 
craft reached lunar transfer trajectory. The Trans Lunar Insertion maneuver on August 14 was successful, 
sending Chandrayaan-2 towards the Moon. 

The onboard propulsion system performed several more fine tuning maneuvers into lower lunar orbits. On 
September 2, Chandrayaan-2 was eased into a 114 km x 128 km orbit for the separation of the Vikram lander. 
Two deorbit maneuvers lowered Vikram's orbit to 36 km x 110 km in preparation for powered descent. 
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The powered landing sequence began on September 7 as Vikram separated from the orbiter at around 
1:15pm IST. Initial braking burns reduced velocity, but telemetry was lost around 2.1 km above the surface. 
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) indicated that a software glitch led to problems during the 
powered descent, causing the lander to make a hard impact on the lunar surface instead of a soft 
touchdown. 

The precise fate of Vikram remains unclear. ISRO estimated the impact site to be around 500 meters from 
the intended landing spot. Despite loss of contact, hopes remained that the lander could have survived the 
crash intact. The orbiter continued circling the Moon, but attempts to photograph or communicate with 
Vikram were unsuccessful. 

While the Chandrayaan-2 landing attempt did not achieve full mission success, the launch and journey 
phases were flawless demonstrations of India's engineering prowess. Critical technologies like the GSLV 
MkIII launcher, navigation techniques, and lunar orbit injection were validated. The mission gained valuable 
engineering data right until the final minutes of the descent that will feed into upcoming projects like 
Chandrayaan-3. 

Chandrayaan-2 may not have completed its surface exploration goals, but its orbiter is expected to provide 
useful science data for at least 7 years around the Moon. It carries eight experiments to map lunar 
topography, study the exosphere, measure surface composition and more. Though disappointing, 
Chandrayaan-2 represents an ambitious step forward for ISRO based on lessons that will improve future 
chances for an Indian Moon landing. 

 
3.2 Objectives for studying lunar surface and environment 
The Chandrayaan-2 mission was intended to be India's first soft landing on the Moon, deploying a rover to 
analyze the lunar surface while the orbiter continued its remote sensing studies. Even though the Vikram 
lander crash-landed, the orbiter is still fulfilling key scientific objectives around understanding the lunar 
environment. 

The dual-craft mission was designed to pursue extensive investigations of lunar topography, mineralogy, 
elemental composition, and exospheric characteristics. Specific scientific aims included: 

• Produce a detailed 3-dimensional map of the lunar surface over the landing site region, as well as 
high-resolution topographic maps of scientifically interesting areas. 

• Study lunar mineralogy through visible, near infrared, and X-ray spectrometers on the orbiter, 
covering lunar highlands, mares, and South Pole terrain. 

• Assess the presence and distribution of important elements like Magnesium, Aluminum, Silicon, 
Calcium, Titanium, Iron, Sodium, Potassium, etc. across the lunar surface. 

• Using the X-ray spectrometer, detect signatures of hydroxyl and water molecules across latitudes 
and derive insights on lunar water origin. 

• Characterize the thin lunar exosphere in a solar minimum period through orbiter instruments like 
the Chandra's Atmospheric Composition Explorer-2 (CHACE-2). 

• Demonstrate rover mobility on the lunar surface and determine lunar soil properties through 
instruments like the Alpha Particle Induced X-ray Spectroscopy (APIXS) and Laser Induced 
Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS). 
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• Gather in-situ data of the surface and subsurface lunar soil properties at the landing site through 
instruments on the rover. 

While the surface objectives could not be met, the orbiter hosts eight advanced science instruments 
optimized for lunar study: 

• TMC-2 - Terrain Mapping Camera 

• IIRS - Imaging IR Spectrometer 

• OHRC - Orbiter High Resolution Camera 

• CLASS - Chandrayaan-2 Large Area Soft X-ray Spectrometer 

• XSM - Solar X-ray Monitor 

• SAR - Dual Frequency L&S Band Synthetic Aperture Radar 

• CIMS - Chandra's Atmospheric Composition Explorer-2 

• ILV - Imaging IR Spectrometer 

The orbiter will create detailed maps of lunar mineral and elemental composition, along with 3D surface 
terrain mapping. The SAR instrument will probe sub-surface features up to a few meters deep. The 
spacecraft will also continue studies of the lunar exosphere from a 100 km orbit. 

Chandrayaan-2 is providing valuable data on lunar surface features, elemental and mineral composition, 
lunar water signatures, lunar gravity and topology, and the orbital environment. These observations will 
help address many open questions about lunar origin, geology, and evolution. Though not as extensive as 
originally planned, Chandrayaan-2 represents an important scientific mission to further unlock the 
mysteries of the Moon using innovative Indian technology. 

 
3.3 Outcomes and challenges 
The Chandrayaan-2 lunar mission represented a milestone for India's space program as its most complex 
expedition to date. While the loss of the Vikram lander was a setback, the mission still achieved valuable 
outcomes and provided learning experiences. 

The greatest accomplishment was successfully getting the spacecraft to lunar orbit and lowering the 
lander to the right trajectory for powered descent. The launch, Earth-to-Moon transit, and orbital injection 
phases were completed flawlessly using entirely indigenous technology. The mission tested deeper space 
communication capabilities and autonomous navigation techniques for the first time. 

The Orbiter remains in lunar orbit with an expected lifetime of 7 years, allowing extensive mapping of lunar 
surface composition, mineralogy, topology, and other characteristics. The eight advanced onboard 
instruments are expected to address key scientific questions on lunar origin and evolution. 

Chandrayaan-2 obtained valuable engineering data all the way through the landing sequence, right until 
connection was lost at around 2.1 km altitude. Analysis of this telemetry has offered insights into what 
transpaced and will feed into future landing attempts. 

While an impact near the south pole, the lander's trajectory was very close to the intended landing site. This 
demonstrates the precision of navigation systems for future missions. The overall performance established 
India's capacity to conceive end-to-end lunar expeditions independently. 
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However, the mission also highlighted areas for improvement. The mishap during the powered descent 
indicates software issues need to be resolved. Mission redundancy may need to be enhanced for smooth 
fallback in case of anomalies. The reliability of avionics and electronics for planetary landers needs to be 
improved for foolproof performance. 

Extensive simulations will be critical before undertaking Chandrayaan-3. The ruggedness and fault 
tolerance of the overall system design needs to be strengthened. Improved modeling, testing, and 
trajectory analysis will help minimize risks during the landing sequence. 

More advanced sensors and image processing algorithms for hazard avoidance may be incorporated into 
future lander designs. Developing a more robust telemetry system could allow extraction of useful data 
even under off-nominal conditions. 

While Chandrayaan-2 did not achieve all its goals, the mission represented a valiant first attempt at what 
is acknowledged globally as an extremely complex task. It demonstrated India's competence in developing 
advanced space technologies using limited resources. Lessons learned from Chandrayaan-2 will only 
enhance the capability for successful landing on the Moon in the coming years. 

Overall, Chandrayaan-2 showed India is firmly in the league of nations pursuing sophisticated deep space 
missions. Its accomplishments added to India's credentials as an emerging space power. Chandrayaan-
2 overcame some hard realities, but provided experiences to boost the chances of success for 
Chandrayaan-3 and beyond. 

 
4. CHANDRAYAAN-3 MISSION 
4.1 Goals for landing on the lunar south pole 
After the Vikram lander malfunctioned during Chandrayaan-2's attempted Moon landing, ISRO aims to try 
again with the Chandrayaan-3 mission. This will involve sending another lander-rover to demonstrate soft 
touchdown capabilities as well as pursue science goals at the south pole. 

The lunar south pole is a key area of interest for Chandrayaan-3 since it contains permanently shadowed 
craters that are cold traps preserving water ice. In addition to science, showing an ability to land at the 
challenging polar region would validate India's lunar landing competence. 

Key goals for Chandrayaan-3's south pole landing include: 

• Demonstrate end-to-end capability for a soft touchdown of a landing craft on the lunar surface. 
This involves launch, transit, lunar orbit injection, lander separation, de-orbit, powered descent, 
hazard avoidance, and precision landing. 

• Validate technologies for precision navigation, guidance, and control for a safe precise landing 
within specified target zones at the rugged south pole terrain. 

• Test sensors for hazard detection and avoidance, autonomous decision making algorithms, 
actuators, and onboard systems required for the powered landing sequence. 

• Qualify the lander and rover design for surviving harsh lunar nights at cold polar temperatures as 
low as -180oC. Verify operational resilience across 14 Earth days of lunar daylight. 

• Deploy the rover to demonstrate small-scale mobility on lunar craters and rocks, while transmitting 
high resolution images and analyzed sensor data. 
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• Operate scientific instruments like the Langmuir Probe and Seismometer to study the lunar surface 
plasma environment and seismicity - which may differ at poles. 

• Use payloads like Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) and Alpha Particle X-ray 
Spectroscopy (APXS) to derive lunar surface chemistry and mineral composition. 

• Potentially identify signatures of surface or sub-surface water ice through onboard instruments. 
Understand soil mechanics at the landing site. 

• Create detailed 3D maps of the south pole terrain to aid planning of future landing missions and 
potential lunar outposts at scientifically interesting spots. 

Accomplishing these technology demonstration and scientific goals will validate Chandrayaan-3’s 
capabilities. It will establish India among an elite group of nations having mastered lunar landing 
proficiency. Any discovery or measurement of lunar ice resources will further support long term human 
exploration and utilization ambitions. 

Chandrayaan-3 aims to fulfill key south pole exploration goals while helping cement India’s position as a 
serious lunar mission competitor on the global stage. 

 
4.2 Scientific objectives related to water ice and resources 
A major focus area for Chandrayaan-3 is characterizing lunar polar water ice and assessing its potential 
usefulness as an in-situ resource. The mission will aim to land in the south pole region, where permanently 
shadowed craters are cold-traps for water ice. Understanding the distribution and composition of this ice 
has both scientific and utilization value. 

The lunar south pole contains some of the coldest spots in the solar system, with temperatures dipping 
below -240°F (-150°C). This allows water molecules migrating across the lunar surface to get trapped as 
ice in ultra-cold crater floors that never see sunlight. Chandrayaan-3 instruments aim to study this ice. 

Objectives include: 

• Detect and map surface and subsurface water ice signatures using the onboard Lunar Terrain 
Imaging and Hyperspectral camera. This will constrain abundance and distribution. 

• Understand the chemical composition of the ice through spectrometry. Determine concentrations 
of pure water ice versus mixed or dirty ice containing lunar regolith. 

• Study mechanical properties and granularity of the ice-bearing regolith using rover instruments like 
the Langmuir probe and APXS. 

• Characterize layers of ice and lunar soil through drilling mechanisms on the rover. Study buried ice 
stratigraphy. 

• Estimate accessibility and ease of mining based on physical nature of the ice and overlaying dry 
soil. 

• Assess feasibility of extracting water from the ice using microwaves or heating systems. Test 
prototype water extraction mechanisms. 

• Determine suitability of lunar ice for generating liquid water, breathable oxygen, or being broken 
down into rocket propellant like liquid hydrogen and oxygen. 
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• Conduct radiation measurements to understand the lunar surface environment and its impact on 
water ice stability over long durations. 

• Investigate possibility of water vapors getting trapped in permanently shadowed regions, adding 
to surface ice deposits over time. 

These analyses would determine if lunar polar ice could be practically mined to support sustained human 
presence and utilization. Ice-derived water, air, or rocket fuel would be invaluable resources given the high 
cost of ferrying supplies from Earth. 

In addition to practical applications, studying lunar ice composition helps reveal details about how it 
originated and evolved. This ties into scientific models about how water molecules made their way to the 
Moon's surface and poles over cosmic timescales. 

Chandrayaan-3's south pole focus can address these objectives to unlock mysteries around lunar ice. It 
would provide crucial empirical evidence to plan future exploitation strategies and human settlement 
across the Moon. 

 
4.3 Proposed payload and experiments 
Chandrayaan-3 aims to redo Chandrayaan-2's attempt at landing on the lunar south pole. It will likely carry 
a similar suite of scientific instruments to facilitate studies of lunar topography, mineral composition, water 
ice presence, and other characteristics. 

The mission configuration would again involve an Orbiter, Lander, and Rover. The Orbiter is expected to be 
similar to Chandrayaan-2's design with some component upgrades based on lessons learned. It will 
provide communication relay and global mapping services. 

The Vikram-like Lander will again target a highland region between the Manzinus C and Simpelius N craters 
on the south pole. To improve chances, it is likely to carry triple redundancy systems and enhanced sensors 
for hazard avoidance. Updated navigation algorithms will also improve landing accuracy. 

The Pragyan rover will be designed to operate across uneven south pole terrain, analyzing surface soil 
chemistry with instruments like: 

• Alpha Particle X-ray Spectrometer (APXS): Uses alpha particle irradiation to determine elemental 
composition of samples. Helps characterize lunar soil and rock chemistry. 

• Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscope (LIBS): Vaporizes material using a laser pulse to produce 
plasma, analyzing its spectrum for composition. Gives elemental signatures. 

• Chandra's Surface Thermo-physical Experiment (ChaSTE): Measures thermal properties and 
temperature gradients of lunar surface. Constrains structure and composition of the lunar soil. 

• Instrument for Lunar Seismic Activity (ILSA): Monitors moonquakes to study lunar interior and impact 
flux. Characterizes subsurface faults and lunar core structure. 

The rover will also contain cameras to take detailed images. Drilling mechanisms may be included to 
sample lunar soil layers. Thermal probes could characterize subsurface temperatures to identify signatures 
of buried water ice. 

The Lander itself can host instruments to analyze the landing site environment, like the Langmuir Probe for 
studying lunar plasma. A seismometer can measure Moon quakes. A Laser Reflector retroreflector array 
can precisely measure orbital parameters. 
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The Orbiter retains its powerful imaging and mapping instruments: 

• Terrain Mapping Camera-2 for 3D surface images 

• Large Area Soft X-ray Spectrometer (CLASS) to determine lunar elemental abundance 

• Solar X-ray monitor 

• Imaging IR spectrometer to map minerals 

• Synthetic Aperture Radar to probe subsurface features 

Additionally, instruments to detect surface and exospheric water like the Orbiter High Resolution Camera 
(OHRC) may be added. More advanced radar or neutron detectors could also improve direct ice detection. 

This suite of instruments can fulfill Chandrayaan-3’s scientific goals of characterizing lunar composition, 
geology, and ice deposits, in addition to demonstrating landing capabilities. 

 

5.  THE IMPORTANCE OF LUNAR EXPLORATION 
5.1 Scientific knowledge to be gained about the Moon's origins and composition 
The Moon holds invaluable clues to uncover details about the history of the Earth-Moon system and solar 
system as a whole. Studying the lunar surface features, interior structure, composition, and other 
characteristics can reveal critical insights into how the Moon formed and evolved over 4.5 billion years. 

Key open questions include: 

• Moon's origin: Competing theories exist on whether the Moon accreted from debris after a giant 
impact on Earth versus being captured fully-formed. Detailed composition and isotopic studies can 
validate models. 

• Early evolution: Determining ages of lunar rock samples from diverse locations and depths helps 
reconstruct the timeline of major events like crust formation and large impacts. 

• Composition: Remote sensing and sample analysis identify the minerals constituting lunar rocks 
and soil. This constrains conditions and processes active during the Moon's geologic past. 

• Internal structure: Gravity maps, seismology, and orbital dynamics reveal details about the lunar 
core, mantle, and crust. This informs about the thermal and magnetic history of the lunar interior. 

• Impact history: Counting craters of different sizes approximates the flux of impactors over time. 
Identifying buried craters and lava flows reveals erosion rates. 

• Volcanic history: Analyzing lunar rock types and dating lava flows determines periods of volcanic 
activity. Lunar volcanism informs about evolution of lunar interiors. 

• Surface processes: Understanding lunar regolith formation, ejecta distribution, and space 
weathering advances models of surface dynamics. The processes differ from Earth. 

• Water and volatile history: Mapping and characterization of polar ice, hydrated minerals, and other 
hydrogen signatures constrains theories of how volatiles originated on airless bodies. 

• Lunar environment: Studying the sparse lunar atmosphere, dust dynamics, plasma and radiation 
fluxes improves understanding of surface conditions and space physics. 
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Intensive orbital surveys, sample return, drilling missions, seismic networks, geodesy experiments, and other 
approaches can make progress on these science questions. Apollo-era studies revealed much, but huge 
knowledge gaps remain on lunar origins and geologic evolution. New data from orbital and landed 
missions continues to overturn theories. 

Comprehensive scientific study of the Moon has direct benefits for modeling planet formation processes, 
the early Earth environment, and solar system dynamics. As Earth's only natural satellite, investigations of 
the Moon's makeup and history provide a unique window into our own planet's past. Lunar science will 
continue redefining our understanding of terrestrial worlds for decades to come. 

 
5.2 Potential resources like water ice for future missions and habitation 
The presence of water ice on the Moon, confirmed recently by orbital missions, could be a game-changer 
for sustaining long-term lunar exploration and settlement. Water ice may exist in substantial quantities in 
permanently shadowed polar craters. Accessing this ice could provide a source of drinking water, 
breathable oxygen, and rocket fuel production on the Moon itself. 

Water ice represents one of the most important potential lunar resources for the following reasons: 

• Supporting human presence: Water ice derived products like liquid water and oxygen can support 
extended human activities on the surface. This removes the need to transport bulk water from Earth. 
Drilling technologies can extract ice. 

• Propellant production: The water molecule can be broken down into hydrogen and oxygen which 
can be liquefied into rocket propellants. Having a propellant depot on the Moon would greatly aid 
further space exploration, including missions to Mars. 

• Radiation shielding: Lunar regolith excavated during ice mining can provide shielding against 
cosmic radiation for astronauts on the surface or in habitats. This provides safer long-duration 
stays. 

• Thermal regulation: Water substances have high thermal inertia and phase change capacity. They 
can help maintain temperatures in habitats and during lunar nights. Ice reservoirs may also provide 
natural cold sinks. 

• Biological growth: Water ice derived water can be used to hydrate lunar greenhouses for growing 
food. Some designs use plants as part of air revitalization systems too. Availability of water facilitates 
biological processes. 

• ISRU demonstration: Successfully extracting even small amounts of lunar ice proves viability of 
more extensive in-situ resource utilization systems. This experience will be invaluable for eventual 
space mining and permanent settlements. 

While competitions like the Google Lunar X-Prize have drove private efforts for lunar ice mining, NASA and 
other space agencies aim to characterize polar ice reserves in detail first. Missions like Chandrayaan-3 and 
NASA's Lunar Flashlight will imaged and analyze ice deposits. Understanding accessibility, extractability and 
composition will be critical before exploitation. 

If the substantial presence and purity of lunar ice at the poles is confirmed, it would revolutionize planning 
for sustained human access to the Moon and beyond. The ability to ‘live off the land’ using extraterrestrial 
resources will be a gamechanger for space exploration. 
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5.3 Technological capabilities and experience for India's space program 
India's Chandrayaan missions to the Moon provide the country's space program with significant 
opportunities to develop advanced technological skills and gain operational experience required for future 
ambitious projects. 

Key capabilities demonstrated through the Chandrayaan program include: 

• Launch vehicles: India's largest launch vehicle, GSLV Mk III, was validated for deep space missions 
by launching Chandrayaan-2 into a high-energy trans-lunar trajectory. This opens access to larger 
payloads across the solar system. 

• Spacecraft engineering: The lunar orbiters and landers exercised India's expertise in designing, 
building and testing complex, high-reliability spacecraft for deep space conditions. Redundancies, 
radiation hardening, thermal management etc. aid future missions. 

• Navigation techniques: Chandrayaan flights validated independently developed navigation 
systems involving optical cameras, laser altimeters, gyroscopes and accelerometers for reaching 
lunar orbit precisely. Enhanced algorithms will enable more precise lunar landing. 

• Deep space communication: Tracking, controlling and maintaining 2-way links with assets nearly 
400,000 km away involves large antennas and high power transmitters using cutting-edge 
technology. This infrastructure supports future interplanetary missions. 

• Autonomy and control: Operating lunar spacecraft requires increased onboard autonomy, 
autonavigation and intelligent response logic compared to Earth orbits. Developing this algorithmic 
capability readies for future missions. 

• Propulsion: Chandrayaan launches demonstrated enhanced cryogenic upper stages. The lunar 
orbit injection and insertion maneuvers relied on high-performance liquid engines using 
indigenously produced propellants. 

• Miniaturization: Landing and operating a rover on the Moon involves incorporating powerful 
instruments into a small, light package able to withstand extreme conditions. This propels 
innovation in nanotech, material science etc. 

• Extraterrestrial environment: Exposure to lunar conditions like temperature swings, radiation, 
microgravity and dust provides learning experiences and data to design for future planetary 
missions. 

Overall, overcoming the technological challenges of lunar exploration catalyzes innovation, industrial 
growth and experience across India's space sector. Operational knowledge from Chandrayaan flights 
feeds into future projects like manned missions, space stations and missions to Mars & Venus. The Moon 
serves as an experiential stepping stone to advance India's capabilities. 

 
6. CONCLUSION 
6.1 Summary of India's progress and achievements in lunar exploration 
India's Chandrayaan missions represent the country's successful foray into interplanetary space 
exploration over the last 15 years. The program has made giant strides for India's space program despite 
some setbacks. 
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The Chandrayaan journey began with the launch of Chandrayaan-1 in 2008 - India's first lunar probe. This 
orbital mission comprehensively mapped lunar surface features, mineralogy and elemental composition 
using a suite of indigenous and international payloads. Chandrayaan-1's groundbreaking discovery of 
widespread lunar water signatures changed theories about lunar formation. It confirmed the presence of 
polar ice deposits. 

The mission overcame early technical glitches to deliver 95% of envisioned scientific objectives during its 
operational lifetime of 312 days. Chandrayaan-1 established India as a serious player in planetary science 
and cemented its place among an exclusive club of nations having reached the Moon. 

The more ambitious Chandrayaan-2 mission followed in 2019, consisting of an Orbiter, Lander and Rover to 
perform studies from both lunar orbit and surface. The flawless launch and transit phase demonstrated 
India's mastery over complex deep space mission planning. The Orbiter successfully entered planned lunar 
orbit. 

However, the Vikram lander encountered problems during its powered descent and made a hard landing 
on the lunar surface. Though the surface science goals could not be achieved, the Orbiter continues to map 
lunar features and composition from its science orbit. 

Despite setbacks, Chandrayaan-2 represented a major technological leap for India - bringing it to the cusp 
of soft-landing on the Moon. It provided valuable data and experience to build upon for future lunar landing 
attempts. 

India quickly announced plans for Chandrayaan-3, likely with a similar configuration Chandrayaan-2, 
aiming to safely land a rover near the lunar south pole. Key goals include demonstrating soft landing 
capability, mapping surface water ice, and studying lunar geology. 

Chandrayaan-1 and 2 represented India's coming of age as a serious space power able to conceptualize, 
plan and execute complex robotic missions independently. The programs catalyzed game-changing 
science discoveries and developed indigenous technological capabilities. 

India's Lunar exploration efforts have established the nation firmly among the ranks of leading spacefaring 
nations. The Chandrayaan missions overcame constraints and challenges to deliver cutting-edge science 
using innovative technology. They form the bedrock for even more ambitious interplanetary missions in 
India's future. 

 
6.2 Future directions and proposed missions in the Chandrayaan program 
The successful Chandrayaan-1 orbiter and ambitious Chandrayaan-2 mission have whetted ISRO's 
appetite for more complex lunar expeditions. While immediate focus is on achieving a soft landing with 
Chandrayaan-3, several more mission concepts are being studied for the coming decades. Chandrayaan-
3 aims to land near the lunar south pole by late 2023, attempting to accomplish Chandrayaan-2's 
unfulfilled objectives. Future Chandrayaan orbits could carry more advanced payloads for high-resolution 
mineral mapping, detecting subsurface ice layers, or searching for water vapor in permanently shadowed 
craters. India also plans to deploy larger rovers with soil sampling drills and in-situ dating experiments. 
bringing back samples to Earth for analysis remains a priority - a Sample Return mission is under 
consideration for the early 2030s. This would use robotic mechanisms to gather lunar soil or rock samples 
and launch them back to Earth. Studying pristine samples in advanced lab facilities can reveal much about 
lunar origin and formation. More extensive surface exploration may involve networked lobotomies working 
cooperatively alongside human astronauts once India has demonstrated manned deep space capability. 
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A Lunar Polar Exploration Mission with drilling probes and seismic experiments is also envisioned to 
comprehensively study buried ice layers. For human landing missions, India is studying concepts like the 
Lunar Lander Mission which would put Indian astronauts on the Moon for short periods. This could 
demonstrate technologies required for sustained lunar habitation like surface power systems, long range 
rovers, and in-situ resource utilization. Ambitious goals like lunar bases and spaceports are also proposed 
for the 2040-50 timeframe. These long-term aims would rely on harnessing lunar water ice and regolith. A 
Lunar Science Station equipped with astronomy payloads on the far side is also being researched. While 
still early concepts, such revolutionary missions build upon expertise developed through the Chandrayaan 
series. They encompass ISRO’s vision for progressively expanding India’s presence on the lunar surface. The 
roadmap balances realistic short-term targets with ambitious long-term aspirations. Chandrayaan 
missions remain vital steppingstones for validating technologies and operational know-how. As Indian 
space technology matures in coming decades, the Chandrayaan program aims to cement the nation’s 
place as one of the leading space powers. 
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